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Sony wireless speaker srs-xb01 instruction manual

Kontakt Podporni deli &amp; popravilo 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2 5 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 Contents 60 XB01 EXTRA BASS™ Portable BLUETOOTH® SpeakerSpecificationsProduct Highlights
XB01 EXTRA BASS™ Portable BLUETOOTH® SpeakerSpecificationsProduct Highlights XB01 EXTRA BASS™ Portable BLUETOOTH® SpeakerSpecificationsProduct Highlights Contact Support Parts &amp; Repair This explains how to use this speaker. In the Navigation Pane, select a theme. To pair another or next
BLUETOOTH device, perform the following pairing procedure for each device. Before operating the speaker, do the following: Place the BLUETOOTH device inside the 1 m (3 ft) speaker. Connect the speaker to the AC socket via a USB ac adapter (commercially available) or connect it to the boot computer. Or charge
the built-in battery enough. Stop playback on the BLUETOOTH device. Turn off the volume of the BLUETOOTH device and speaker to avoid a sudden loud output of the speaker. Depending on the BLUETOOTH device, the volume of the device may sync with the speaker. Prepare the operating instructions supplied with
the BLUETOOTH device for reference. Turn on the speaker. The power/BLUETOOTH indicator flashes slowly in blue. The first time you turn on the speaker after purchase, the power/BLUETOOTH indicator will start flashing quickly, and the speaker automatically enters pairing mode by pressing the power/PAIRING
button. Proceed with the step. When the speaker is turned on, the speaker tries to establish a BLUETOOTH connection to the last connected BLUETOOTH device. If the device is nearby and its BLUETOOTH function is turned on, the BLUETOOTH connection is established automatically and the power/BLUETOOTH
indicator remains on. In this case, turn off the BLUETOOTH function or turn off the power of the currently connected BLUETOOTH device. Press and hold the power/PAIRING button until you hear a flash and the power indicator/BLUETOOTH starts flashing rapidly in blue. The speaker enters pairing mode. To detect the
speaker, perform the pairing process on the BLUETOOTH device. When a list of detected devices appears on the BLUETOOTH device screen, select SRS-XB01. If a key* is required on the BLUETOOTH device screen, enter 0000. * The key can be called password,PIN code, PIN number or password. Connects
bluetooth from a BLUETOOTH device. When a BLUETOOTH connection is established, the power/BLUETOOTH indicator goes from flashing to standing state. If a BLUETOOTH connection is not established, repeat from the step. Tip When the BLUETOOTH function is activated on a BLUETOOTH device that has been
connected to the reconnect the BLUETOOTH device to the speaker by pressing the (power)/PAIRING button. For details on operating a BLUETOOTH device, see the operating instructions supplied with the BLUETOOTH device. Note The speaker pairing mode is released after about 1 minute and the
power/BLUETOOTH indicator flashes slowly. However, when pairing information is not stored on the speaker, such as factory settings, the pairing mode is not released. If the grouping mode is released before the process is completed, repeat the step. The speaker key is 0000. When bluetooth devices are paired, they do
not need to be regrouped, except in the following cases: The pairing information has been deleted after repair, etc. The speaker is already paired with 8 devices, and the other device needs to be paired. You can pair the speaker with up to 8 devices. If a new device merges after the 8 devices are paired, the device that
has been paired shall be replaced by a new one. The speaker pairing information has been deleted from the BLUETOOTH device. The speaker is initialized. All grouping information will be deleted. If you initialize the speaker, it may not be able to connect the iPhone/iPod touch or computer. In this case, delete the
speaker pairing information on the iPhone/iPod touch or computer, and then perform the pairing process again. You can pair a speaker with multiple devices, and you can only play music from one paired device. When the audio cable is connected to the AUDIO IN plug while the speaker and bluetooth device are
connected via BLUETOOTH, the sound from the BLUETOOTH device is not an output from the speaker (a function without hands is available). To listen to music from a BLUETOOTH device, disconnect the audio cable from the AUDIO IN plug. XB01 EXTRA BASS™ tragbarer Bluetooth® LautsprecherTechnische
DatenProdukt-Highlights Take your tunes wherever you go with SRS-XB01. The speaker is easy to carry and delivers a deep, striking sound. EXTRA BASS for deep, impacted sound Up to 6 hours battery life Waterproof for carefree use Supplied with color-coordinated tape Typefull rangeSpeaker SizeMono Speaker:
1.48The lifeapprox. 6 hrsInput and output terminalsStereo Mini Jack (IN) (IN)
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